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Krakovets-Korczowa Crossing At Ukraine-Poland Border (22)
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A border guard stands next to a tank truck at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A man goes through checks at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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First deputy head of the State Agency of Automobile Roads of Ukraine (Ukravtodor) Andrii Ivko, Ukraine's Infrastructure Minister Oleksandr Kubrakov and Lviv Regional Military Administration head Maksym Kozytskyi (L to R) attend the opening of the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Members of the Polish delegation arrive at the opening of the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Ukraine's Deputy Infrastructure Minister Mustafa Naiiem, first deputy head of the State Agency of Automobile Roads of Ukraine (Ukravtodor) Andrii Ivko, head of the Chancellery of the Prime Minister of Poland Michal Dworczyk, Ukraine's Infrastructure Minister Oleksandr Kubrakov and Lviv Regional Military Administration head Maksym Kozytskyi (L to R) attend the opening of the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Ukraine's Deputy Infrastructure Minister Mustafa Naiiem, head of the Chancellery of the Prime Minister of Poland Michal Dworczyk and Ukraine's Infrastructure Minister Oleksandr Kubrakov (L to R) attend the opening of the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Trucks are pictured at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Trucks are pictured at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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An armed border guard looks at a truck at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Ukraine's Infrastructure Minister Oleksandr Kubrakov speaks at a briefing during the opening of the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Lviv Regional Military Administration head Maksym Kozytskyi speaks at a briefing during the opening of the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Ukraine's Deputy Infrastructure Minister Mustafa Naiiem speaks at a briefing during the opening of the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Ukraine's Infrastructure Minister Oleksandr Kubrakov (R) and Lviv Regional Military Administration head Maksym Kozytskyi attend the opening of the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM Ukrainian infrastructure minister, Oleksandr Kubrakov, Maksym Kozytskyi
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A border guard is on duty at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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The Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint that was upgraded under the Open Border project functions at the Ukraine-Poland border, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Trucks are pictured at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Trucks are pictured at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A border guard checks driver's documents at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A helicopter is pictured during the opening of the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Trucks are pictured at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A woman goes through checks at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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A border guard looks at cars queueing at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint at the Ukraine-Poland border that was upgraded under the Open Border project, Lviv Region, western Ukraine. Ukraine and Poland have agreed to enhance capacity at the Krakovets-Korczowa checkpoint by at least 50% in the coming weeks as part of the Open Border project, including by increasing the number of lanes for trucks and creating additional pavilions for customs and passport control. June 20, 2022. Photo by Alona Nikolaievych/Ukrinform/ABACAPRESS.COM
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